CHAPTER 5

Activity and Personality
5.1. Personality as a Subject of Psychological Investigation

In order to overcome the dyadic scheme that dominated psychology, it
was necessary first of all to isolate that “middle link” mediating connections
of the subject with the real world. For this reason we began with the analysis
of activity and its general structure. Immediately, however, we found that a
concept of its subject necessarily enters into a determination of activity, that
activity because of its very nature is subjective.
The concept of the subject of activity is another matter. In the first place,
that is, before the more important moments that form the process of activity
are explained, the subject remains as if beyond the limits of investigation. He
appears only as a prerequisite for activity, one of its conditions. Only further
analysis of the movement of activity and the forms of psychic reflection elicited by it makes it necessary to introduce the concept of the concrete subject, of the personality as of an internal moment of activity. The category of
activity is now disclosed in all of its actual fullness as encompassing both poles,
the pole of the object and the pole of the subject.
A study of personality as a moment of activity and its product constitutes
a special, although not isolated psychological problem. This problem is one
of the most complex. Serious difficulties arise even in the attempt to explain
what kind of reality is described in scientific psychology by the term personality.

Personality appears to be not only a subject of psychology but also a subject for philosophical, social-historical cognition; finally, at a given level of
analysis, personality appears from the aspect of its natural biological features
as a subject of anthropology, somatology, and human genetics. Intuitively
we know very well where the differences lie. Nonetheless, in psychological
theories of personality serious misunderstandings and unwarranted oppositions to these approaches to the study of personality constantly arise.
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Only a few general positions on personality, with certain reservations,
are accepted by all authors. One of these positions is that personality represents some kind of a unique unity, some kind of wholeness. Another
position recognizes as personality the role of the higher integrating powers
that direct the psychological processes (James called personality a “manager”
of psychic functions; G. Allport, “a determiner of behavior and thought”).
However, attempts of further interpretation of these positions lead to a
series of false ideas and a mystification of the problem of personality in psychology.
First of all, this is an idea that places in opposition the “psychology of
personality” and the psychology that studies concrete processes (the psychology of function). One attempt to avoid this opposition was expressed
in the desire to make personality a “departure point for explaining any
psychic phenomena, ” “the center, and only by beginning from it is it possible to resolve all problems of psychology,” so that the necessity of a special
division in psychology - psychology of personality - no longer exists.’ It
is possible to agree with this desire, but only if it is possible to see in it only
an expression of some kind of highly general thought that is diverted from
concrete problems and methods of psychological investigation. Notwithstanding all the persuasiveness of the old aphorism that it is “man who thinks, not
thought,” this desire appears to be methodologically naive for the simple
reason that the subject unavoidably appears before the analytical study of
his higher life manifestations either as an abstraction, as an “unfulfilled”
whole, or as a metapsychological “I” (persona), possessing dispositions or
goals deposited in him from the beginning. This, as is known, is postulated
by personalistic theories. Thus it does not matter whether personality is considered from the biologizing organic positions or as a purely spiritual beginning
or, finally, as some kind of “psychophysiological neutrality.“2 In addition,
the requirement of the “personality approach” to psychology sometimes is
understood in the sense that in studying separate psychological processes the
attention of the investigator must first of all be concentrated on individual
characteristics. But this does not in any way solve the problem inasmuch as
a priori we are able to judge which of these traits characterize personality
and which do not. For example, does the speed of a man’s reaction, the extent of his memory, or knowing how to type enter into the psychological
characterization of personality?
‘E. V. Shorokhov, “Certain methodological problems in psychology,“ProbZems ofPersonality,
Symposium Papers, Vol. 1, Moscow, 1969, pp. 29-30. This question was posed in another manner by
S. L. Rubinshtein: To make personality an isolated aspect means to block the way for investigation of
the laws of psychic activity (see S. L. Rubinshtein, Problems of General Psychology, Moscow, 1913,
p. 248).
‘In modern psychology personalistic views are developing in very different directions including socioanthropological (see, for example, A. Maslow,Motivation andPersonality, New York, 1954).
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One of the methods of bypassing this major question of psychological
theory is by understanding the concept of personality as man in his empirical totality. The psychology of personality thus turns into a special typeof anthropology that includes everything in itself - from the investigation
of features of metabolic processes to the investigation of individual differences in separate psychic functions.3
Of course, a complex approach to man is not only possible but necessary as well. A complex study of man (“the human factor”) has now assumed a first-rank significance, but it is just this circumstance that makes the
psychological problem of personality a special problem. It is known that no
system of knowledge about a whole subject gives us its actual understanding
if one of the essential specification of its characteristics is missing. This is
how the matter stands with the study of man: Psychological investigation of
man as a personality cannot in any way be replaced by a complex of comparisons of morphological, physiological, or isolated functional-scientific
data. Dissolved in them, it will in the final account be reduced either to
biological or to abstract sociological, culturological representations about
man.
Up to this time a real stumbling block in the investigation of personality
has been the problem of relations of general and differential psychology.
The majority of the authors select the differential-psychological direction.
Taking its beginning from Galton and Spearman, this direction initially
limited itself to an investigation of mental capacities and subsequently understook the study of personality as a whole. Spear-man had already disseminated
the idea of factors in the features of will and afference, isolating side-by-side
with the general factor “g,” the factor “s.“~ Further steps were taken by
Cattell, who proposed a multiple measure and hierarchic model of factors
(traits) of personality, which included consideration of such factors as
emotional stability, exnansiveness, and self-confidence.5
The method of research developed by this trend consists, as is known, in
studying statistical connections between separate traits of personality (its
properties, potentials, or behaviors) disclosed by tests. The correlations established between them serve as a basis for isolating hypothetical factors and
“superfactors,” which cause these connections. Such, for example, are the
factors of introversion and neuroticism forming, according to Eysenck, the
apex of the factorial, hierarchic structure that is identified by him with a psychological type of personality.6 Thus behind the concept of personality appears something “general,” which is isolated by means of one set of proce‘See, for example, B. G. Anan’ev, Man as a Subject of Cognition, Leningrad, 1968.
‘H. Eysenck, The Dimensions of Personality, London, 1947.
‘R. B. Cattell, Personality, New York, 1950.
6H. Eysenck, The Structure of Personality, London, 1960.
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dures or another of the statistical analysis of quantitative expressions of
characteristics selected according to statistical criteria. For this reason, notwithstanding that empirical data are a basis of the characterization of this
“something general,” still it remains in essence metapsychological, not requiring psychological explanation. If attempts to explain it are undertaken,
then they follow the line of a search for corresponding morphophysiological
correlates (types of higher nervous activity of Pavlov, the constitution of
Kretchmer-Sheldon, the variables of Eysenck), and this returns us to the
organistic theories.
The empiricism that is characteristic for this direction actually cannot
give more. The study of correlations and factorial analysis deals with variations of characteristics that are isolated only to the extent that they are
expressed in individual or group differences capable of being measured. The
corresponding quantitative data, whether they relate to reaction time, to
skeletal structure, to the features of the vegetative sphere, or to the number
and character of images produced by the subjects in studying inkblots, are
all subjected to processing without regard for the relation the measured traits
have toward the features that actualZy characterize human personality.
Of course, what has been said does not in the least mean that it is generally impossible to apply the method of correlation in the psychology of personality. We are speaking of something else: of the fact that in itself the
method of correlation of an empirical collection of individual traits is insufficient for psychological disclosure of personality inasmuch as isolating
these traits requires bases that cannot be derived from these traits themselves.
The task of finding these bases arises as soon as we reject the concept of
personality as some kind of a whole that incorporates the totality of all
features of man - “from political views to the digestion of food.“7 From
the fact of multiplicity of traits and characteristics of man it simply does not
follow that the psychological theory of personality must seek a global
inclusion of them. As is known, man as an empirical whole exhibits his
properties in all forms of interaction into which he is drawn. Falling from
the window of a multistoried house, he of course exhibits properties belonging to him as a physical body having mass, volume, etc.; it is possible that,
striking the pavement, he will be maimed or killed, and in this also his properties will be revealed, specifically properties of his morphology. No one,
however, will think to include similar properties in a characterization of personality since no statistically reliable connections would be established between the weight of the body or the individual characteristics of the skeleton
and, let us say, memory for figures.8
‘R. B. Cattell, Personality.
8See Problems of Personality, Symposium Papers. Vol. 1, Moscow, 1969, p. 117.
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When in everyday life we give a description of the personality of a man,
we include without any special hesitation such traits as, for example, strength
of will (“a strong personality, ” “a weak character”), relations with people
(“benevolent, ” “indifferent”), etc., but usually we do not include such traits
in describing personality as, for example, shape of eyes or ability to use an
abacus; we do this without using any kind of perceptible criterion for differentiating between “personality” and “nonpersonality” characteristics. If
we should go the way of selecting and comparing separate psychological and
other characteristics, then such a criterion simply could not be found. The
fact is that the very same characteristics of man can be related to his personality variously. In one case they appear as indifferent and in another case
the same characteristics enter essentially into the characterization.
The last circumstance makes it especially apparent that contrary to widely
held views, no empirical differentiating investigation can resolve the psychological problem of personality; that, on the contrary, the differentiating
investigation itself is possible only on the basis of a general psychological
theory of personality. Factually, this is how the matter stands: Behind any
differential-psychological investigation of personality - testological or
clinical - there always lies one or another clearly or not clearly expressed
general theoretical conception.
Notwithstanding the seeming motleyness and even the mutual irreconcilability of contemporary psychological theories of personality, the majority
of them preserve the dyadic scheme of analysis that was characteristic for
pre-Marxist and extra-Marxist psychology, and I have already spoken about
the insupportability of this. Now this scheme is being put forth in a new
guise: as a two-factor theory of the formation of personality: heredity and
environment. Whatever characteristic of man we might take, it is explained
according to this theory, on the one hand, by the action of heredity (instincts
deposited in the genotype, inclinations, potentials or even aprtori categories)
and, on the other hand, by the influence of external environment (natural
and social, language, culture, training, etc.). From the point of view of common sense no other explanation can properly be made. However, ordinary
common sense, according to the perspicacious note of Engels, is an altogether
respected companion in everyday practice, surviving the most remarkable adventures if only it dares to go out into the expanse of investigation.g
The seeming insurmountability of the theory of the two factors leads to
the fact that arguments are carried on mainly around the questions of the
meaning of each of these factors: Some insist that the main determinant is
heredity and that external environment and social actions serve only as possibilities and forms for the appearance of that program with which a man was
born; others extract the more important features of personality directly from
9 K. Marx and F. Engels, Works, Vol. 19,

p. 204.
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the specific social environment, from “sociocultural matrices.” With all the
differences in the ideational and political sense of the views expressed, however, they all maintain the position of a dual determination of personality
inasmuch as simply to ignore one of the factors about which we are speaking
would mean to go against the empirically substantiated effects of both. lo
The views of the relations between the biological and sociological factors
as simply combining or dividing man’s psyche into coexisting endospheres
and exospheres yielded to more complex representations. These arose because
the movement of analysis seemed to turn around: The problem of internal
structure of personality itself, the levels forming it, and their relationships
became the major problem. Thus, in particular, there appeared a representation developed by Freud of the relations of the conscious and the unconcious that characterize personality. The “libido” isolated by him represents
not only a bioenergetic source of activity but a special instance in personality
- “it” (id), an opposing “I” (ego), and a “super I” (superego); genetic and
functional connections between these instances, realized by means of special
mechanisms (displacements, censorings, symbolization, sublimation), also
form the structure of personality.
Here there is no need to enter into a criticism of Freudism, the views of
Adler, Jung, and their modern followers. It is absolutely apparent that these
views not only do not surmount but, on the contrary, sharpen the theory of
two factors turning around the idea of their convergence, in the sense of
V. Shtern or J. Dewey, into an idea of confrontation between them.
Another direction in which the approach to personality from the aspect
of its internal construction developed was represented by the cultural anthropological conception. Ethnological data showing that essential psychological
features are determined by the differences not of human nature but of human
culture served as a point of departure for this. According to this conception,
the system of personality is nothing other than an individualization of the
system of culture in which man is included in the process of his “aculturization.” It must be said that in this connection many observations are cited,
beginning with the well-known works of Margaret Mead, who showed, for
example, that even such a stable phenomenon as psychological crisis in
adolescence cannot be explained by the onset of sexual maturity since in
certain cultures this crisis does not exist. l1 Arguments are also drawn from

‘“The theory of two factors in this, so to speak, naked form would not deserve attention if it were not
for the fact that sometimes “dialectics” are ascribed to it. In a book already cited we read that man
\ is a dialectical union of the natural and the social. “Everything in him, having been produced by two
factors (the social and the biological), must carry an impression of these in itsetr, only one in a
greater and the other in a lesser degree, depending on the content of the psychic phenomenon
(Problems of Personality, Symposium Papers, pp. 76-11).
“M. Mead, ComingofAge in Samoa, New York, 1963.
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finally, from experimental investigations of such special phenomena as the
effect of objects predominant in a given culture on the resolution of conflict
in visual fields. l2
For psychology the significance of the cultural-anthropological interpretation of personality is, however, illusory: These interpretations inevitably
lead to antipsychologism. As early as in the 1940s Linton indicated the difficulty arising here, which is that culture really exists only in its conceptualized form as a generalized “construct.” Its carriers are, of course, concrete
people, each of whom partially assimilated it; in them it is personified and
individualized, but at the same time it forms not that which is personality
in man but, on the contrary, that which appears to be without personality as, for example, a common language, knowledge, prejudices that are common to the given social environment, vogues, etc.13 For this reason for the
psychology of personality the significance of a generalized concept (construct)
of culture is, according to the expression of Allport, “deceptive.“14 The
psychologist is interested in the individual as a personality, and personality is
not simply a copy of a partial personification of one culture or another.
Culture, although it does exist in its personifications, is a subject for history
and sociology, and not for psychology.
In this connection culturological theories introduce a distinction between
personality proper as a product of individual adaptation to external situations and its general “base” or urchetype, which is apparent in man from
childhood under the influence of traits peculiar to the given race, ethnic
group, nationality, or social class. Introducing this distinction, however, does
not resolve anything because the formation of the archetype itself still needs
to be explained further and allows various interpretations, particularly psychoanalytical. Thus the general “two-factor” scheme remains, although in a
somewhat transformed aspect. The concept of genotype (heredity) now is
complicated by the introduction of the concept of a basic personality, an
archetype, or primary settings, and the concept of external environment by the introduction of the concepts of situation and role. The latter have
now almost become central in the social psychology of personality.
According to a widespread determination, the “role” is a program that
responds to the expected behavior of man who occupies a determined place
in the structure of one or another social group; it is a structured method of
his participation in the life of society. Personality represents nothing else
than a system of assimilated (internalized) “roles.” In a social group that
*sY. W. Bagby, “A cross-cultural predominance of perceptual binocular rivalry,” Journal ofAbnormal
and SocinlPsychology, Vol. 54, 1957, pp. 331-344.
‘sR. Linton, The Cultural Background OfPersonality, New York, 1945.
I4 G. Allport, Pattern and Growth in Personality, New York, 196 1.
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forms a family, this is the role of a son, a father, etc.; at work it is the role,
let us say, of a doctor or a teacher. In indefinite situations a role also appears,
but in this case the traits of the archetypes and individually acquired experience are much more sharply drawn in the role. Each of us, it is understood,
assumes one set or another of social (for example, professional) functions
and, in this sense, roles. The idea, however, of a direct reduction of personality to a collection of roles that a person tills is - notwithstanding every
possible reservation of followers of this idea - one of the most monstrous.
Of course, a child learns, let us say, how he is supposed to behave with his
mother, that it is necessary to listen to her, and he listens, but can it be said
that in this way the child plays the rok of a son or a daughter? Itis just as
absurd to speak, for example, about the “role” of the polar explorer “accepted” by Nansen: For him it was not a role, but a mission. Sometimes a
man actually plays one role or another, but nevertheless it remains for him
only a role regardless of the extent to which it is internalized. A role is not
a personality but rather a representation behind which it hides. If we are to
use the terminology of P. Janet, the concept of a role corresponds not to the
concept of personality (personnalitt) but to the concept of personage (per-

I

sonnage). l5

The most important objections to “role” theories are not those that
pursue the line of criticism of one or another understanding of the place
given to roles in the structures of personality but those that are directed
against the idea itself, which connects personality with its preprogrammed
behavior (Gunderson) even if the program of behavior foresees its selfredirection and formation of new programs and subprogramsn’ What would
you say, asks the author cited, if you were to find out that “she” was only
artfully playing a role before you?
The fate of the concept of role is the same as that of other “sociological,”
cultural-anthropological concepts that are subject to the two-factor theory:
In order to save the psychological in personality, it is forced to appeal to
temperament and potentials contained in the genotype of the individual, and
we again return to the spurious question about what is the main thing, the
genotypic features of the man or the influence of the social environment.
Moreover, we are warned about the danger of either kind of one-sidedness.
It is best, we are told, to preserve a “reasonable equilibrium” in resolving
this problem. i7

:

‘sP .
,
aonnalitP. PUF, 1959, pp. 69-71.
“K. Gunderson, “Robot, consciousness, and programmed behavior,” TheBritish JoumalforPhilosophy
of Science, Vol. 19, No. 2, 1968.
“G. Allport, Pattern and Growth in Personalify, p. 194.
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Thus, in fact, the methodological wisdom of these concepts leads to the
formula of vulgar eclectism: “both one and the other,” “on the one hand,
and on the other.” From the position of this wisdom inevitably comes a
judgment also on psychologists-Marxists: It was they who were guilty (together with the defenders of culturology!) of the underestimation of the
internal in personality, its “internal structure.“1* It is understood that statements of this kind may arise only as a result of thoughtless attempts to place
the views of Marxism on personality into a conceptual scheme that is deeply
alien to them.
The problem is not to ascertain that man is both a natural and a social
being. This indisputable position indicates only the various systemic qualities
evident in man, and nothing has yet been said about the essence of his personality, about that which gives rise to it. This is exactly where the scientific
problem lies. This problem requires understanding of personality as a psychological neoformation that is formed in the life relations of the individual
as a result of a transformation of his activity. But for this it is necessary at
the very outset to reject the representation about personality as the product
of the collective action of various forces, one of which is hidden as if in a
sack, “under the surface of the skin” of man (and anything could be placed
in this sack), and the other of which lies in the external environment (as if
we did not consider this force as a force of the influence of stimulating situations, cultural matrices, or social “expectations”). Of course, no development directly comes from what comprises only the prerequisites necessary __ _
;
for it, no matter in what detail we might describe it. The method of Marxist
: ,‘.
dialectics requires that we go further and investigate the development as a
process of “self-movement,” that is, investigate its internal moving relations, .- ,
1
contradictions, and mutual transitions so that its prerequisites appear in it as
its own changing moments.19
._A
Such an approach necessarily leads to a position on the social-historical
essence of personality. Thisposition means that personality originally arises
in society, that man enters into history (and a child enters into life) only as
an individual given determined natural properties and potentials, and that he
becomes a personality only as a subject of social relations. In other words,
as distinct from the individual, the personality of a man is in no sense preexisting in relation to his activity; just as with his consciousness, activity
gives rise to personality. Investigation of the process of the engendering and

“G. Allport, Pattern and Growth in Personality, p. 194. In a number of directions characterized by
sociological reductionism, J. Pisget mentions Soviet psychology (Experimental Psychology, P.
Fress and J. Piget, eds., 1st and 2nd edn., Moscow, 1966, p. 172).
19The principal incompatibility of bourgeois psychological theory of personality with Marxism is
thoroughly explained by L. SevC (see his book,Marxism and the Theory ofPersonality, Moscow,
1972).
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transformation of the personality of man and of his activity, taking place in
concrete social conditions, is also the key to its genuine scientific psychological understanding.
5.2. The Individual and Personality
Studying the separate classes of life processes scientific psychology necessarily considers them as manifestations of the life of a material subject. In
these conditions when a separate subject is under consideration (not a type,
not an association, not society), we say, persons, or if we want to stress also
his differences from other representatives of the species, individual.
The concept “individual” expresses indivisibility, wholeness, and special
features of a concrete subject evident already at early stages of the development of life. An individual as a whole is a product of biological evolution in
the course of which there takes place not only the process of differentiation
of organs and functions but also their integration, their mutual “coordination.”
The process of such internal coordination is very well known; it was noted
by Darwin and described in terms of correlative adaptation by Cuvier, Platte,
Osborn, and others. The function of secondary correlative changes of organisms that create a wholeness in their organization was particularly stressed
by A. N. Severtsov in his “hypothesis of correlation.”
The individual is first of all a genotypic formation. But the individual is
not just a genotypic formation; his formation continues, as is known, also in
ontogenesis as he lives. For this reason properties and their integration coming
together ontogenetically also enter into the characterization of an individual.
We are speaking about the resulting “alloys” of innate and acquire reactions,
about the changes of objective content of needs, about the forming dominants
of behavior. The most general rule here is that the higher we ascend the ladder
of biological evolution, the more complex become the life manifestations of
individuals, and the more their organization expresses the differences in their
innate and acquired characteristics, the more, if this can be said, the individuals are individualized.
Thus, as a basis for understanding of the individual, there lies the fact of
indivisibility and wholeness of the subject and the presence of characteristics
peculiar to him. Presenting in himself the product of phylogenetic and ontogenetic development in given external circumstances, the individual, however, is not in any way a simple “calque” of these conditions; he is specifically a product of the development of life interacting with an environment and
not environment taken by itself.
All of this is known well enough, and if I begin with the concept of the
individual, it is only because in psychology it is used in a very wide sense,
which leads to a nondifferentiation of the characteristics of man as an in-
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dividual and his characteristics as a personality. It is exactly here that their
sharp distinction, and correspondingly also the distinction of the concepts
“individual” and “personality” that are its basis, is an indispensable prerequisite for psychological analysis of personality.
Our language reflects very well the nonconformity of these concepts:
the word personality is used by us only in relation to a person and then
beginning only from a certain stage of his development. We do not say, “the
personality of the animal” or “the personality of the newborn.” No one,
however, finds difficulty in speaking about an animal or about a newborn as
individuals, of their individual features (excitable, calm, aggressive animal;
the same, of course, is said about the newborn). We don’t seriously speak
of the personality even of a two-year-old child, although the child exhibits
not only his genotypic features but also a great number of features acquired
under the influence of social surroundings; incidentally, it may be said that
this circumstance is another piece of evidence for understanding personality
as a product of a cross between the biological and the social factors. It is
curious, finally, that in psychology cases of split personality are described,
and that this is not in any way only a figurative expression; but no pathological process can lead to a splitting of the individual: a duplicated, “split”
individual is an absurdity, a contradiction in terms.
The concept of personality, just like the concept of the individual, is
expressed by the wholeness of the subject’s life; personality does not consist
of little pieces, it is not a “cluster of polyps”; personality represents a whole
formation of a special type. Personality is not a whole, conditioned genotypically: one is not born a personality, one becomes a personality. For this
reason we do not speak either of a personality of a newborn or of a personality of an infant although traits of individuality appear at early stages of
ontogenesis no less sharply than at much later stages of growth. Personality
is a relatively late product of social-historical and ontogenetic development
of man. S. L. Rubinstein wrote about this in detail.‘O
This position, however, may be interpreted variously. One of the possible interpretations is the following: The innate, if it can be expressed this
way, individual is not yet a fully “ready” individual, and initially many of
his traits are only virtual, a possibility; the process of his formation continues
in the course of ontogenetic development until all of his characteristics are
extended, forming a relatively stable structure; personality appears as if it
were the result of the process of ripening of genotypic traits under the influence of the social environment. It is just this interpretation that is peculiar in one form or another to the majority of modem conceptions.

lo S. L. Rubinshtein, Fundamentals of General Psychology, Moscow, 1940, pp. 5 15-5 16.
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Another conception is that the formation of personality is a process SUi
generis, which does not correspond directly with the process of the vital
change of the individual’s natural characteristics in the course of his adaptation to external environment. Man as a natural being is an individual with
one or another physical constitution, type of nervous system, temperament,
dynamic forces of biological needs, affectiveness, and many other characteristics that in the course of ontogenetic development either unfold and
become obvious or are suppressed, in a word, change in many ways. The
innate characteristics that do not change are those that determine man’s
personality.
Personality is a special human formation that cannot be elicited from his
adaptive activity just as his consciousness or his human needs cannot be
elicited from it. Just like human consciousness, just like man’s needs (Marx
says: the production of consciousness, the production of needs), the personality of man also is “produced” - it is created by social relationships into
which the individual enters in his activity. The fact that in the course of this,
certain of his characteristics as an individual are transformed or changed
constitutes not a reason, but a consequence of the formation of his personality.
We will express this in another way: Traits characterizing one unity (individual) do not simply enter into the characteristics of another unity, another formation (personality) so that the first is eliminated; the traits are
. . . . _. preserved but precisely as characteristics of an individual. Thus the charac‘teristics of the higher nervous activity of the individual do not comprise the
\a\
-..--&racteristics of his personality and do not determine it. Although the
functioning of the nervous system is, of course, an indispensable prerequisite
for the development of personality, yet its type does not all appear to be
this “skeleton” on which personality is “constructed.” The strength or
weakness of nervous processes and their balance are evident only at the level
of the mechanisms through which the system realizes relationships of the
individual with the world. This also governs the nonidentity of their role in
the formation of personality.
In order to emphasize what has been said, I will allow myself a certain
digression. When we are speaking about personality, weusually associate its
psychological characterization with the nearest, so to speak, substrate of
psyche - the central nervous processes. Let us imagine the following case:
A child is born with a dislocated hip, which condemns him to lameness. Such
a gross anatomical exception is very far from that class of characteristics
included in the list of features of personality that enter into its so-called
structure; nonetheless, its significance for the formation of personality is
incomparably greater than, let us say, a weak type_ofne_~rv~s~em.-Just
imagine, when his peers chase a ball in Gtyard, the lame child stands
by; then when he becomes older and the time comes for dancing, he can do
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nothing more than “hold up the wall. ” How will his personality develop under
these conditions? This cannot be foretold; it cannot be foretold especially
because in spite of the very severe exceptionality of the individual, the
formation of personality is not determined identically. In itself it cannot
generate, let us say, an inferiority complex, reticence, or, on the contrary,
a cordial attentiveness to people, or in general any kind of genuinely
psychological features of man as a personality. The paradox lies in that
the requisites for development of personality in their very essence are
innumerable.
The personality, like the individual, is a product of the integration of
processes that realize the life relationships of the subject. There exists, however, a fundamental difference of this special formation, which we call
personality. It is determined by the nature of the very relationships that
form it: the social relations specific for man into which he enters in his objective activity. As wehave already seen, in the variety of its kinds and
forms they are all characterized by a commonality of their internal structure
and presuppose their conscious regulation, that is, the presence of consciousness and, at known stages, the development also of the self-consciousness of the subject.
Like these activities themselves, the process of their unification - origin,
development, and disintegration of the connections between them - is a
process of a special type, subject to special laws.
The study of the process of unification connecting the activities of the
subject as a result of which his personality is formed represents a major
problem for psychological investigation. Its resolution, however, is not possible either within the framework of subjective-empirical psychology or
within the framework of behavioral or “depth” psychology, including its
newer variants. This problems requires an analysis of the object activity of
the subject, always, of course, mediated by processes of consciousness, which
“stitch together” the separate activities. For this reason the demystification
of the representations of personality is possible only in a psychology, the
basis of which is a study of activity, its construction, its development, and its
transformations, a study of its various types and forms. Only under these
conditions will the contradiction of the “psychology of personality” and
the “psychology of function” that we have mentioned be eliminated inasmuch
as it is not possible to entertain the contradiction of a personality giving
rise to its own activity. Also completely eliminated will be the fetishism that
dominates psychology: ascribing the properties of “being a personality” to
the very nafure of the individual so that under the influence of external environment alone the manifestations of this mystical property change.
The fetishism about which we are speaking is the result of ignoring that
most important position that the subject, entering into society in a new system of relationships, also acquires new - systemic - qualities that alone
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form the real character of the personality: psychological when the subject
is considered within the system of activities realizing his life in society, social
when we consider him in the system of objective relationships in society as
their “personification.“21
Here we approach the principal methodological problem, which is hidden
behind the distinction between the concept “individual” and “personality.”
We are speaking about the problem of duality of qualities of social objects,
which is engendered by the duality of the objective relationships in which
they exist. As is known, the discovery of this duality belongs to Marx, who
showed the duality of the character of work, of the product produced, and
finally, the duality of man himself as a “subject of nature” and a “subject of
society.“Z2 For the scientific psychology of personality this fundamental
methodological discovery has a decisive significance. It radically changes
the understanding of its subject and destroys the schemes that have taken
root in it in which are included such various traits or “substructures” as, for
example, moral qualities, knowledge, habits and customs, forms of psychological reflection, and temperament. The source of similar “schemes of
personality” is the representation of the development of personality as
a result of adding layers of life acquisitions to some kind of preexisting
metapsychological base. But personality as a specifically human formation
cannot be understood from this point of view at all.
The true way to investigate personality lies in the study of those transformations of the subject (or, using the words of L. Seve, “fundamental
revolutions”) which are the result of the self-movement of his activity in
the system of social relations. 23 On this road, however, we meet with the
necessity of rethinking certain general theoretical positions at the very start.
One of these, a position on which the initial formulation of the problem
of personality depends, turn us toward a theory that has already been
mentioned, that external circumstances act through the internal. “The
position that external effects are connected with their psychic effect
mediated through personality is that center which serves as a basis for the
theoretical approach to all problems of the psychology of personality. . . .“%
The fact that the external acts through the internal is true, and it is indisputably true also in cases where we consider the effect of one influence or
another. It is another matter if we see this position as the key to understanding the internal as personality. The author explains that this internal in itself
depends on previous internal influences. But in this, the appearance of
personality as a special whole, not coinciding directly with the whole of the
individual, has not yet been disclosed, and for this reason the possibility of
“K. Marx and F. Engels, Works, Vol. 23. D. 244:Vol. 46, Part 1, p. 505.
“K. Marx and F. Engels, Works, Vol. 23, p. 50; Vol. 46, Part 1, p. 89; Vol. 46, Part 2, p. 19.
‘3 L Sevk, Marxism and the Theoty of Personality, Moscow, 1972, p. 413.
” S: L. Rubinshtein, Principles and Ways of Development of Psychology, p. 118.
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understanding personality only as being enriched by the previous experience
of the individual still remains as before.
It seems to me that in order to find an approach to the problem one must
from the very start reverse the initial thesis: The internal (subject) acts
through the external and this in itself changes him. This position has completely real sense. After all, in the first place the subject of life generally appears only as having, if we can use the expression of Engels, “an independent
power of reaction,” but this power can act only through the external and in
this external its transition from the potential to the actual takes place: its
concretization, its development and enrichment - in a word, its transformation, which is essentially a transformation also of its carrier, the subject himself. Now, as a transformed subject, he appears as interpreting external influences in his passing conditions.
Of course, what has been said represents only a theoretical abstraction.
But the general movement that has been described is preserved at all levels of
the development of the subject, and I will repeat once more: After all, no
matter what kind of morphophysiological organization, what kind of needs
and instincts an individual might have from birth, they appear only as prerequisites of his development that immediately stop being that which they
were virtually “in themselves” as soon as the individual begins to act. Understanding this metamorphosis is especially important when we move to man and
the problem of his personality.
5.3. Activity as a Basis of Personality
The main problem is to disclose the actual “formers” of personality this higher unit of man, changeable as his very life is changeable, but preserving within itself a stability, his autoidentity. After all, regardless of the
experience, man accumulates the events that change his life situation, and
finally, regardless of physical changes he undergoes as a personality, he
remains the same in the eyes of other people and in his own as well. He is
identified not only by his name; even the law identifies him at least to the
limits of his responsibility for his acts.
Thus there exists an obvious contradiction between the apparent physical,
psychophysiological changeability of man and his stability as a personality.
This gave rise to the problem of the “I” as a special problem of the psychology of personality. It arises because the traits that are included in the
psychological characterization of personality expressed clearly the changeable and “intermittent” in man, that is, that to which stability and continuity of his “I” are exactly contrasted. What forms this stability and continuity? Personalism in all its variants answers this question postulating the
existence of some kind of special beginning, which forms the nucleus of the
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personality. This then is overgrown by numerous life acquisitions, which are
capable of changing but not of essentially affecting this nucleus.
In another approach to personality its basis is the category of objective
human activity, the analysis of its integral structure, its mediation and the
forms of psychic reflection that it generates.
Such an approach from the very beginning allows a preliminary resolution
of the question of what forms a stable base for personality; just what enters
and what does not enter into the characterization of man especially as a
personality also depends on this. This decision is made on the position that
the real basis for human personality is the aggregate of his relationships to
the world that are social in their nature, but relationships that are realized,
and they are realized by his activity, or more precisely, by the aggregate of
his multifaceted activities.
/ Here we have in mind especially the activities of the subject that are
original “units” of psychological analysis of personality, and not actions, not
/ > operations, not psychophysiological functions or blocks of these functions;
the latter characterize activity and not personality directly. At first glance
this position seems contradictory to the empirical representations of personality and, moreover, seems to impoverish them. Nonetheless, it alone disi
closes the way to understanding personality in its true psychological concreteness.
More than anything this way eliminates the principal difficulty: de!_>
termining which processes and features of man are those that characterize
his personality psychologically and that are neutral in this sense. The fact
is that taken in themselves, in an abstraction from the system of activity,
they generally disclose nothing about their relations to personality. For
example, operations of writing or the ability to do calligraphy can hardly
be considered sensibly as “personality. ” But here we have before us the
picture of the hero of Gogol’s story, “The Overcoat,” Akaki Akikievich
Bashmachkin. He was serving in some department as a functionary copying
official papers, and he saw in this operation the whole diverse and fascinating
world, Finishing work, Akaki Akikievich immediately went home. As soon
as he ate, he took out an inkwell and began to copy papers that he had
brought home with him, and if there were notes to be copied, he made
copies for himself, as recreation, for his personal satisfaction. “Having
written to his heart’s content,” Gogol tells us, “he went to sleep smiling in
anticipation of the next day: whatever God would send to be copied tomorrow.”
How did it come about, how did it happen that copying official papers
occupied a central place in his personality, became the sense of his life?
We do not know the concrete circumstances, but in one way or another,
these circumstances led to this: that there occurred a displacement of one
of the main motives for what are usually completely indifferent operations,
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which were turned into an independent activity because of this, and in this
form they appeared as characterizing personality.
It is possible, of course, to make a different, simple judgment: that in this
development was disclosed some kind of “calligraphic potential,” with which
nature had graced Bashmachkin. But this judgment is exactly in the spirit
of the superiors of Akaki Akikievich who constantly saw in him the most
diligent functionary for writing, “so that afterwards they became convinced
that he apparently had been born this way. . . .”
Sometimes the case is somewhat different, What seem from the outside to
be actions that have their own meaning for man are disclosed by psychological analysis to be something else, and specifically that they are only means
of achieving goals, the real motive of which lies as if in a completely different
plane of life. In this case, behind the appearance of one activity there hides another activity. And it is specifically that activity that enters directly into the
psychological aspect of personality no matter what the aggregate of concrete
actions that realize it is. The latter constitutes as if only an envelope of this
other activity that realizes one or another real relationship of man to the
world - an envelope that depends on conditions that are sometimes incidental. This isthe reason, for example, that the fact that a given man works as a
technician in itself may still say nothing about his personality; its features
are disclosed not in this but in those relationships into which he inevitably
enters perhaps in the process of his work and perhaps outside this process.
All of these things are almost truisms, and I am speaking about this only to
emphasize once more that starting from a collection of separate psychological
or social-psychological features of man, it is impossible to arrive at any
kind of “structure of personality,” that the real basis for human personality
lies not in genetic programs deposited in him, nor in the depths of his natural
disposition and inclinations, nor even in the habits, knowledge, and wisdom
acquired by him, including professional learning, but in that system of activities that is realized through this knowledge and wisdom.
The general conclusion from what has been said is that investigation of
personality must not be limited to an explanation of prerequisites but must
proceed from a development of activity, its concrete types and forms and
those connections into which they enter with each other inasmuch as their
development radically changes the significance of the prerequisites themselves.
Thus the direction of investigation turns not from acquired habits, skills,
and knowledge to activity characterized by them but from the content and
connections of activities to which and what kind of processes realize them
and make them possible.
Even the first steps in the indicated direction lead to the possibility of
isolating a very important fact. This is that in the course of the development
of the subject, his separate activities appear among themselves in a hierarchical relationship. At the level of personality they in no way form a simple
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cluster, the rays of which have their beginning and center in the subject.
A representation of the connections between activities as rooted in the
individuality and wholeness of their subject is confirmed only at the level
of the individual. At this level (in animals and in infants) the range of activities and their intraconnections are directly determined by the properties
of the subject - general and individual, innate and acquired. For example, a
change in selectivity and change in activity are directly dependent on the
current composition of needs of the organism and on a change of his biological dominant.
The hierarchical relationships of activity that characterize personality are
another matter. Their feature is their “looseness” with respect to the condition of the organism. These hierarchies of activity are engendered by their
own development, and it is they that form the nucleus of the personality.
In otherwords, “knots” that connect separate activities are tied not by
the action of biological or spiritual forces of the subject which lie within
him but by that system of relationships into which the subject enters.
Observation easily discloses those first “knots” from the formation of
which starts the very earliest stage of the formation of personality in the
child. In a very well expressed form this phenomenon at one time was observed in experiments with preschool children. The experimenter who was
conducting the tests presented a child with a problem: to get an object
that was out of reach without leaving his place. As soon as the child began
to solve the problem the experimenter went into an adjoining room from
which he continued the observation, using the optical apparatus that is
usually used for such observations. After a series of unsuccessful attempts
the child got up, approached the object, took it, and quietly returned to his
place. The experimenter immediately came to the child, praised him for
success, and offered him a piece of chocolate as a reward. The child, however, refused it and when the experimenter began to question him the
youngster quietly began to cry.
What lies behind this phenomenon? In the process that we observed it
is possible to isolate three moments: one, the conversation of the child with
the experimenter who explains the problem; two, the solution of the problem; and three, the conversation with the experimenter after the child had
taken the object. The child’s actions were a response thus to two different
motives; that is, they accomplished two kinds of activity: one in relation to
the experimenter, the other in relation to the object (reward). As observation indicates, at the time when the child was getting the object he did not
experience the situation as conflict, as a situation of “collision.” The hierarchical connection between the two activities was evident only at the moment
of renewal of conversation with the experimenter, so to speak, post factum:
The candy appeared bitter, bitter in its subjective personal sense.
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The phenomenon described belongs to a very early transitional stage. In
spite of all the naivete of these first coordinations of the various life relationships of a child, it is precisely these relationships that are evidence of the beginning process of forming this specific formation that we call personality.
Similar coordinations are never observed at an earlier stage of growth but
they constantly reveal themselves in further development in their incomparably more complex and “intertwined” forms. Does not such a phenomenon of personality as pangs of conscience develop analogically?
The development and multiplication of an individual’s types of activity
do not lead simply to an expansion of their “catalogue.” Simultaneously,
there occurs a centering of .them around several major activities to which
the others are subordinated. This complex and long process of development
of personality has its stages and its stops. We will not separate this process
from the development of consciousness and self-consciousness, but consciousness does not constitute its beginning: it only mediates it and is, so,
to speak, a resume of it.
Thus as a basis of personality there are relationships coordinating human
activity generated by the process of their development. But how is this
subordination, this hierarchy of activity, expressed psychologically? According to the definition we have accepted~~~_callact~~~y ----.---I..____,
a process that
a motive --..-*
- that m which one or another need is
is elicited and directed by--.-_.-___.
object%&l. In otl&<ords, behind the relationship of activitii “_
r&rt$%C%p
-_. _. ._ of motives. Thus we come to the necessity of turriingUt&~~~-‘
analysis of motives and’considering their development, their transformation,
the potential for splitting their function, and such of their displacements as
take place within the system of processes that form the life of an individual
as a personality.
5.4. Motives, Emotions, and Personality
In contemporary psychology the term motive (motivation, motivating
factors) can represent completely different phenomena. Those instinctive
impulses, biological inclinations, and appetites, as well as experiencing emotion, interests, and wishes, are all called motives; in this mixed enumeration
of motives may be found such things as life goals and ideals, but also such
things as an electric shock. 25 There is no need to investigate all of these con-

s51n Soviet literature there is a fairly complete complement of research on motives in a book by P. M.
Yakobson, The Psychological Problems of Motivation in Human Behavior (Moscow, 1969). The
most recently published book giving a comparative analysis of the theory of motivation is that of
K. Madsen (K. B. Madsen, Modem Theories ofMotivation, Copenhagen, 1974).
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different. Thus development of needs of animals occurs by means of the

fused concepts and terms that characterize the present condition of the
problem of motives. The problem of psychological analysis of personality
requires consideration of only the major questions.
Primarily this is a question of the relationships of motives and needs.
I have already said that actual need is always a need of something, that at the
psychological level needs are mediated by psychic reflection and in two
ways. On the one hand, objects answering the needs of the subject appear
before him in their objective signal characteristics. On the other hand, the
conditions of need in simpler cases signal themselves and are sensorily reflected
by the subject as a result of the actions of internal receptor stimuli. Here the
most important change characterizing the transition to the psychological
level consists in the beginning of the active connection of needs with the
objects that satisfy them.
The fact is that in the subject’s needy condition itself the object that is
capable of satisfying the need is not sharply delineated. Up to the time of
its first satisfaction the need “does not know” its object; it must still be disclosed. Only as a result of such disclosure does need acquire its objectivity
and the perceived (represented, imagined) object, its arousing and directing
activity of function; that is, it becomes a motive.26
This kind of understanding of motives seems to some extent to be onesided, and needs seem to be eliminated from psychology. But this is not so.
It is not needs that disappear from psychology but only their abstractions “naked” not objectively satisfied needs of the subject. These abstracts appear
on the stage as a result of isolating needs from the objective activity of the
subject in which alone they acquire their psychological concreteness.
It is understood that the subject as an individual is born with an allotN-ment of needs. But let me repeat once more, needs as an internal force may
-___“z be realized only in activity. In other words, need appears in the first place
only as a condition, as a prerequisite for activity, but as soon as the subject
begins to act, there immediately occurs its transformation, and need stops
being that which it was virtually, “in itself.” The further the development of
activity proceeds, the more this prerequisite is converted into its result.
The transformation of needs appears distinctly even at the level of evolution of animals: As a result of change taking place and a broadening of the
circle of objects that answer needs and methods of their satisfaction, the
needs themselves develop. This happens because needs are capable of being
concretized in a potentially very wide range of objects, which become
stimuli of activity for an animal, giving the activity a determined direction.
For example, when new types of food appear in the environment and old
types are eliminated, the need for food continues to be satisfied, and, in
addition, it has incorporated into itself a new content, that is, it has become
a6 A. N. Leont’ev, Needs, Motives, and Emotions, Moscow, 1912.
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development of their activities in relation to an ever-widening circle of objects; it is understood that changing the concrete-objective content of needs
leads to a change in methods of their satisfaction as well.
Of course, this general position requires many stipulations and many
explanations, particularly in connection with questions about the so-called
functional needs. But now we are not speaking of this. The main thing here
is the isolation of the fact of transformation of needs through objects into
the process of their consumption. And this has a key significance for the
understanding of the nature of human needs.
As distinct from the development of needs in animals, which depends on
a widening circle of natural objects that they consume, human needs are
generated by the development of production. After all, production is directly
also consumption, which creates need. In other words, consumption is mediated by a need of an object, its perception or its mental presentation. In this,
its reflected form, the object appears as the ideal, internally generated motive.27
In psychology, however, needs are most often considered abstracted from
the main thing, which is the duality of consumer production that generates
them; this leads to the one-sided explanation of human actions based directly
on human needs. Here very frequently the saying of Engels is quoted as a
substantiation, but it is abstracted from the general context, which deals
only with the role of work in the formation of man, including also his needs,
of course. Marxist understanding is far from considering needs asthe initial
and principal point. Here is what Marx writes in this connection: “As a
necessity, as a need, the need itself is the internal moment of the productive
activity. But productive activity (author’s emphasis) is the initial point of
realization and therefore also its dominant moment, the act in v:hich the
whole process recurs again. The individual produces an object and through
its consumption returns it again to himself. . . .“28
Thus we have before us two major schemes expressing the connectio<
between need and activity. The first produces the idea that the initial point
is need and for this reason the process as a whole is expressed in the cycle:
need + activity + need. In it, as L. Seve notes, is realized the “materialism
of needs,” which corresponds to the pre-Marxist representation of the sphere
of consumption as basic. The other scheme which contradicts the first is a
cyclic scheme: activity + need + activity. This scheme, which corresponds
to the Marxist concept of needs, is also fundamental for psychology, in
which “no conception based on the idea of a single mover, in essence preceding activity itself, can play an initiating role capable of serving as an
adequate basis for the scientific theory of human personality.“2g
~

“K. Marx and F. Engels, Works. Vol. 46, part 1, PP. 26-29.
“‘Ibid.. 0. 30.
a9 L. Sel, Marxisme et Thdorie de In Personnalit6, Paris, 1912, p. 49.
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The position that human needs are produced has, of course, a historicalmaterialistic sense. In addition, it is extremely important for psychology.
This must be emphasized because sometimes, especially for psychology, the
approach to the problem is just considered in explanations originating from
needs themselves, more precisely emotional experiences that needs evoke,
which seem to explain why man places goals before himself and creates new
objects.30 Of course there is some truth in this, and it would be possible
to agree with it if not for one condition: After all, as determinants of concrete activity, needs may appear only in their objective content, and this
content is not directly incorporated in them, and consequently cannot be
isolated from them.
Another major difficulty arises as the result of a partial acceptance of the
social-historical nature of human needs, which is expressed in some of the
needs being considered as social in their origins and others as being purely
biological and common to man and animals. It does not, of course, require
any.particular coarseness of thought to notice the commonality of certain
needs in man and animals. After all man, like animals, has a stomach and experiences hunger - a need he must satisfy in order to support his existence.
But man has other needs as well, which are determined not biologically, but
socially. They are “functionally automatic” or “anastatic.” The sphere of
human needs thus appears to be split in two. This is an unavoidable result
of considering “needs themselves” in their isolation from objective conditions
and means of their being satisfied, and correspondingly in isolation from
activity in which their transformation occurs. But transforming needs at the
human level involves also (and most of all) needs that appear in man to be
homologues of animal needs. “Hunger,” notes Marx, “is hunger, but hunger
which is appeased by cooked meat eaten with a knife and fork is a different
hunger from that in which raw meat is eaten with the hands, nails, and teeth “31
Positivist thought, of course, sees nothing more in this than a superficial
difference. After all, a starving man is a sufficient example to disclose “deep”
commonality of need of food in man and in animal. But this is nothing more
than a sophism. For a starving man, food in reality stops existing in its human
form and correspondingly the need for food is “dehumanized”; but if this
shows anything, then it is only that man can be reduced by starvation to an
animal condition, and it says exactly nothing about the nature of his human
needs.
Although the human needs, the satisfaction of which constitutes a necessary condition for maintaining physical existence, differ from man’s needs,

3o L. I. Bozhovich, “The problem of development of the motivational spheres in a child,” in: The
Study of Motivation of Behavior in Children andAdolescents, Moscow, 1972, pp. 14-15.
‘IK. Marx and F. Engels, Works, Vol. 46, Part 1, p. 28.
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which do not have a homologue in animals, this development does not appear
absolute, and historical transformation encompasses the whole sphere of needs.
In addition to the change and enrichment of objective content of human
needs, there also occurs a change in the form of their psychic reflection as a
resuit of which they are capable of acquiring an ideational character, and
owing to this they become psychologically invariant; thus food remains food
for the person who is hungry as well as for him who is not. In addition, the
development of mental production generates such needs as can exist only in
the presence of a “plane of consciousness.” Finally, there is formed a special
type of needs - needs that are objective-functional, such as the need to
work, artistic creation, etc. The main thing is that in man needs enter into
new relationships one with another. Although satisfaction of vital needs
remains a matter of “first importance” for man and an undeniable condition of his life, higher, specifically human needs do not at all form only
superficial formations layered on top of these vital needs. For this reason
it may happen that when on one pan of the scales are placed the fundamental
vital needs of man and on the other, his higher needs, then the higher needs
may well outweigh the vital needs. This is generally known and does not
require evidence.
It is true, or course, that the general course that the development of
human needs takes begins from man’s acting to satisfy his elementary vital
needs; but later this changes, and man satisfies his vital needs in order to
act. This is the principal way of development of human needs. This way,
however, cannot be directly deduced from the movement of needs themselves because behind this movement hides the development of their object content, that is, concrete motives for the activity of man.
Thus psychological analysis of needs necessarily becomes an analysis of
motives. For this, however, it is necessary to overcome the traditional subjective understanding of motives that leads to a confusion of completely different phenomena and completely different levels of the regulation of activity. Here we meet with a genuine contradiction: Is it not clear, they say,
that man acts because he wants to? But subjective experiences, wishes,
desires, etc., do not constitute motives because in themselves they are not
capable of generating directed activity and, consequently, the principal
psychological problem is to understand what the object of the given desire,
wish, or passion is.
Still less, of course, is there a basis for calling such factors as tendencies
to produce behavior stereotypes, the tendency to conclude a started action,
etc., motives for action. In the course of realizing activity there arise, of
course, a multitude of “dynamic forces.” These forces, however, may be
relegated to the category of motives with no greater a basis than, for example,
the inertia of movement of the human body, the action of which makes itself
known immediately when, for example, a rapidly running man comes upon
an unexpectedly appearing obstacle.
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A special place in theory of motives of activity belongs to the openly
hedonistic conceptions, the essence of which is that all activity of man is in
some way subordinated to the principle of maximizing positive and minimizing negative emotions. From this the achievement of satisfaction and
freedom from suffering comprise underlying motives that move man. Specifically, in the hedonistic conception, as in the focus of a lens, are collected all
ideologically perverted representations about the sense of existence of man
and about his personality. Like all great lies, these conceptions are based on
truth that they have falsified. This truth is that man actually strives to be
happy. But psychological hedonism at once enters into a contradiction with
this real great truth, exchanging it for the small currency of “reinforcement”
and “self-reinforcement”in the spirit of Skinner behaviorism.
Human activity is in no way generated and is not directed, like the behavior of laboratory rats, with electrodes implanted in the “centers of satisfaction” in the brain. When rats have been trained to turn on the power and
stimulate these centers, they continue endlessly in this activity.32 It is possibie, of course, to cite similar phenomena in man also, such as the need for
narcotics or hyperbolization of sex, for example; however, these phenomena
say absolutely nothing about the real nature of motives, about human life
confirming itself. On the contrary, these actions ruin life.
The insupportability of hedonistic conceptions of motivation lies, it is
understood, not in that they exaggerate the role of emotional experiences
in regulating activity but in that they reduce and pervert real relationships.
Emotions are not subordinated to activity but appear to be its result and
the “mechanism” of its movement.
In his time John Stuart Mill wrote: “I understood that in order to be
happy man must place before himself some kind of goal; then striving toward
it, he will experience happiness without worrying about it.” Such is the
“cunning” strategy of happiness. That, he said, is the psychological law.
Emotions fulfill the functions of internal signals, internal in the sense that
they do not appear directly as psychic reflection of objective activity itself.
The special feature of emotions is that they reflect relationships between
motives (needs) and success, or the possibility of success, of realizing the
action of the subject that responds to these motives.33 Here we are speaking
not about the reflection of those relationships but about a direct sensory
reflection of them, about experiencing. Thus they appear as a result of
actualization of a motive (need), and before a rational evaluation by the
subject of his activity.
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“E. Gellhom and J. Loofbou~ow, Emotions and Emotional Disorders, Harper and Row, 1963.
“A similar situation has been described in detail by P. Fraisse, “an emotion-generating situation does
not exist as such. It depends on the relationship between motivation and the possibilities of the
subject.” (P. Fraissee, “Les emotions,” in 7kaitb de Psychologie Exphnentale, Vol. 5, PUF, 1965)
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I cannot stop here for an analysis of the various hypotheses that in one
way or another express the fact of dependence of emotions on interrelationships between “objective reality and that which must be.” I will note
only that the fact to be considered first of all is that emotions are relevant
to activity and not to actions or operations that realize it. For this reason
one and the same processes accomplishing various activities may acquire
various and even contradictory emotional coloring. In other words, the
role of a positive or negative “sanctioning” is carried out by emotions in
relation to affects ascribed to motives. Even a successful accomplishment
of one action or another does not always lead to positive emotions; it may
engender sharply negative experience signalizing that as far as the principal
motive is concerned, the success attained is psychologically a defeat for the
personality. This is true also of the level of simpler adaptive reactions. The
act of sneezing in itself, that is, aside from any kind of relationship that
might exist, evokes satisfaction, they tell us; however, an entirely different
feeling is the experience of one of Chekov’s heroes, who sneezed in the
theater: This evoked in him emotion of horror and he carried out a series of
actions that resulted in his death.
The variety and complexity of emotional states is the result of the
breaking down of the primary sensitivity in which cognitive and affective
moments merge. This breaking down must not, of course, be thought of
in such a way that emotional states acquire an existence independent of the
objective world. Arising in objective conditions, they “mark” in their own
ascribing emotional marks to things themselves or to individual people to
form so-called affective complexes, etc. Here we are speaking about something else, specifically, about the differentiation that results in the form of
object content and emotional coloring and a
ditions of complex mediation of human activity the
of objects
is capable of changing (an unexpected meeting with the bear usually evokes
fright, but if a special motive obtains, for example in a situation of hunting,
the meeting may evoke joy). The main thing is that emotional processes and
states have their own special positive development in man. This must be especially emphasized inasmuch as the classical conceptions of human emotions as “rudiments,” coming from Darwin, consider their transformation
in man as their involution, which generates a false ideal of education, leading
to the requirement to “subordinate feelings to cold reason.”
have their own history and their own development. This leads to a change of
levels and classes. These are affects that take place suddenly and involuntarily
say, “anger overcame me, but I was glad”); further, emotions are properly
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those states - predominantly ideational and situational and the objective
feelings connected with them, that is, firm and “crystallized,” according to
the figurative expression of Stendahl, in the object of emotional experience;
finally, they are attitudes - very important subject phenomena in their
“personality” function. Not going into an analysis of these various classes of
emotional states, I will note only that they enter into complex relationships
among themselves: The younger Rostov is afraid before the battle (and this is
an emotion) that he will be overcome by fright (affect); a mother may be
really angry with her mischievous child without for a minute failing to love
him (feeling).
The variety of emotional phenomena and the complexity of their interrelations and sources is well enough understood subjectively. However, as
soon as psychology leaves the plane of phenomenology, then it seems that
it is allowed to investigate only the most obvious states. This is the way the
matter stood in the peripheral theories (James said directly that his theory
did not concern the higher emotions); this is the way the matter remains also
in contemporary psychophysiological conceptions.
Another approach to the problem of emotion is to investigate the
“intermotivational” relationships that taken together characterize the structure of personality and, together with it, the sphere of emotional experiences
that reflect and mediate its functioning.
Genetically, the point of departure for human activity is the noncoincidence of motives and goals. Their coincidence is a secondary phenomenon:
either the result of acquiring a goal of independent stimulating force or the
result of recognizing motives and converting them into motive-goals. As
distinct from goals, motives actually are not recognized by the subject: When
we carry out one action or another, at the moment we usually do not give
ourselves an accounting of motives that evoke the action. It is true that it is
not difficult for us to ascribe motivation to them, but motivation does not
always contain in itself an indication of their actual motive.
Motives, however, are not separated from consciousness. Even when
motives are not recognized, that is, when man does not account to himself
for what makes him carry out one action or another, they still find their
psychic reflection, but in a special from - in the form of the emotional
coloring of the action. This emotional coloring (its intensity, its mark, and
its qualitative character) fulfills a specific function, which also requires distinguishing the concept of emotion from the concept of personal sense.
Their noncoincidence is not, however, indigenous; evidently at lower levels
the objects of need are exactly and directly “marked” by emotion. The
nonconformity appears only as a result of the breaking down of the function
of motives that takes place in the course of the development of human
activity.
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Such breaking down is the result of the fact that activity necessarily becomes multimotivational, that is, it responds simultaneously to two or more
motives.34 After all, the actions of man objectively always realize a certain
collectiveness of relationships: toward society, and toward the person himself. Thus work activity is socially motivated but is directed also toward such
motives as, let us say, material reward. Both of these motives, although they
coexist, lie as if on different planes. Under conditions of socialist relationships
the sense of work is engendered for the worker by social motives; as far as
material reward is concerned, this motive, of course, also exists for him, but
only as a function of stimulating activity, although it also induces it, making
it “dynamic,” but material reward as a motive is deprived of its principal
function, the function of sense formation.
Thus certain motives inducing activity also give it personal sense; we will
call these sense-forming motives. Others, coexisting with them, fulfilling a
role of stimulating factors (positive or negative), sometimes sharply emotional
and affective, have no sense-forming function; we will call these motives
literally motives-stimuli. 35 Characteristically, when an activity, important in
its own personal sense for man, encounters in the course of its realization a
negative stimulus eliciting even a strong emotional experience, then its personal sense is not changed because of this; most often something else happens;
specifically, a unique, rapidly growing psychological discreditation of the
elicited emotion occurs. This well-known phenomenon makes us think once
again of the problem of the relationships of emotional experiences and the
personal sense.36
A division of the function of sense formation and simple stimulation between motives of one and the same activity makes it possible to understand
the principal relationships characterizing the motivational sphere of personality: the relationships of the hierarchy of motives. This hierarchy is not in
the least constructed on a scale of their proximity to the vital (biological)
needs in a way similar to that which Maslow, for example, imagines: The
necessity for maintaining physiological homeostasis is the basis for the
hierarchy; the motives for self-preservation are higher, next, confidence and
prestige; finally, at the top of the hierarchy, motives of cognition and
aesthetics.37 The principal problem that arises here is not to what extent
“This is mandated even by the principal structure of work activity, which realizes two relationships:
toward the result of work (its product) and toward man (other people).
35Many authors have indicated the difference between motives and stimuli, but on a different basis;
for example, as motives they understand internal inducement, and as stimuli, external (see A. G.
Zdravomyslov, V. N. Rozhii, and V. Ya. Yadov,Man and His Work, Moscow, 1967, p. 38).
y F. B. Bassin, “On the development of the problem of meaning and sense,“ProbZems ofPsychology,
No.6 1973.
“A. Maslow, Motivation and Personality. New York, 1954.
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the given scale (or another similar to it) is right but how proper the principle
of such scaling is in itself. The fact is that neither the degree of proximity
to biological needs nor the degree of capacity to stimulate nor the affectiveness of one motive or another determines the hierarchical relationship between them. These relationships are determined by the connections that
the activity of the subject brings about, by their mediations, and for this
reason, they are relative. This refers also to the principal correlation - to the
correlation between sense-forming motives and motive-stimuli. In the structure of one activity a given motive may fulfill the function of sense formation, in another, the function of supplementary stimulation. Sense-forming
motives, however, always occupy a higher hierarchical place even if they
do not govern direct affectogenesis. Appearing to be dominant in the life
of personality, for the subject himself they may remain “in the wings” with
respect to both consciousness and direct affectiveness.
The fact of the existence of actually unconscious motives does not
in itself express a special beginning hidden in the depths of the psyche. Unconscious motives have the same determination as all psychic reflection: a real
existence, activity of man in an objective world. Unconscious and conscious do
not oppose one another; they are only different forms and levels of psychic reflection found in strict relation to the place that that which is reflected occupies
in the structure of activity, in the movement of its system. If the goals and actions responding to them are of necessity recognized, then the matter is something else with respect to recognizing their motives, that to which the selection
and achievement of given goals is due. Objective content of motives always,
of course, in one way or another, presents itself and is perceived. In this
respect the object that stimulates action and the object that acts as an implement or obstacle are, so to speak, equivalent. It is a different matter if
the object is recognized as a motive. The paradox lies in that motives are
revealed to consciousness only objectively by means of analysis of activity
and its dynamics. Subjectively, they appear only in their oblique expression,
in the form of experiencing wishes, desires, or striving toward a goal. When
one or another goal appears before me, then I not only recognize it, present
its objective conditionality to myself, the means of its achievement and the
eventual results to which it leads, but I want to achieve it (or on the contrary,
it may repel me). These direct experiences fulfill the role of internal signals
by means of which processes are regulated in the course of being realized.
Subjectively, expressing itself in these internal signals, the motive is not
directly contained in them. This creates the impression that they arise endogenously and that they are the forces that move behavior.
Recognition of motives is a secondary phenomenon arising only at the
level of personality and continuously being produced during the course of
its development. For very small children this problem simply does not exist.
Even at the stage of transition to school age when a desire to go to school
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appears in the child, the underlying motive behind this desire is hidden from
him, although he has no difficulty with motivations that usually bring out
something familiar to him. It is possible to explain this underlying motive
only objectively (obliquely) studying, for example, games of children playing at “going to school,” so that in the role play it is easy to see the personal sense of the play actions and, correspondingly, their motive.38 To recognize
the real motives of his activity, the subject must also proceed along a “roundabout way,” with this difference, however, that along this way he will be
oriented by signals-experiences, emotional “marks” of Iiving.
A day filled with a multitude of actions, seemingly completely successful,
may nonetheless spoil a person’s mood, leaving him with some kind of unpleasant emotional residue. Against the background of the concerns of the
day this residue is hardly noticed. But then comes a minute when the person
looks back and mentally sorts out the day he has lived through; at this
moment there surfaces in his memory a given experience, and his mood
acquires the objective reference: There arises an affective signal indicating
that specifically this experience left him with the emotional residue. It may
happen, for example, that this is his negative reaction to somebody’s success
in achieving a common goal solely because it seemed to him to be his alone;
and here it seems that this was not exactly so, and that really the principal
motive for him was achieving the success for himself. He is confronted with
a “problem of personal sense” but it is not resolved of itself because now it
has become a problem of correlating motives that characterize him as a personality.
Specific internal work is necessary to resolve such a problem and perhaps
to eradicate what has become exposed. After all, it is too bad, said Pirogov,
if you do not notice this in time and do not stop it. Herzen also wrote about
this, and Tolstoy’s whole life is a great example of such internal work.
The process of penetrating into the personality appears here from the
side of the subject, phenomenally. But even in this, its phenomenal appearance, it is apparent that it consists in a clarification of hierarchical relations of motives. Subjectively, they seem to express a psychological “valency”
belonging to the motives themselves. Scientific analysis, however, must go
further because the formation of these relations necessarily presupposes a
transformation of the motives themselves, which takes place in the movement of this whole system of activity of the subject in which his personality
is formed.

“A. N. Leont’ev, “The psycholoaical bases of me-school day.” Preschool Twining. No. 9, 1947;
L. I. Bozhovwh, N. G. Morozova, and L. S. Slavina, “The development of motives for learning in
Soviet pupils,” Bulletin of theAcademy ofPedagogi~alSciences of rheRSFSR. No. 36, Moscow, 1951.
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5.5. Formation of Personality
The situation of the development of the human individual discloses its
special features even at the very first stages. The principle of these is the
mediated character of the connections of the child with the surrounding
world. At the beginning direct biological connections, child-mother, are
very soon mediated by objects: Mother feeds the child from a cup, dresses
him in clothing, and, amusing him, manipulates toys. In addition, the connections of the child with things are mediated by the people surrounding him:
Mother places the child close to things that are attractive to him, brings them
close to him, or perhaps removes them from him. In a word, the activity of
the child appears more and more as realizing his connections with man through
things and connections with things through man.
The result of this development is that things appear to the child not only
in their physical properties but also in that special quality that they acquire
in human activity - in their functional meaning (a cup is something from
which one drinks, a stool is something on which one sits, a watch is something that people wear on their wrists, etc.) - and people appear to be “in
charge” of the things on which his relationships with people depend. Objective activity of the child acquires an implemented structure and communication becomes oral, mediated by lanauane.3g
In this initial situation of the child’s development there is also the kernel
of those relationships, the further unfolding of which constitutes a chain of
experiences leading to his formation as a personality. In the first place, the
relationships to the world of things and to surrounding people merge for the
child, but later they separate and form various, although interconnected,
lines of development merging one with another.
In ontogenesis these transitions are expressed in alternating phases: the
phase of predominance of the development of objective (practical and cognitive) activity with phases of the development of interrelationships with
people, with society. 4o The same kind of transitions characterize the movement of motives within each phase. As a result, there appear those hierarchical
connections of motives that form the “knots” of personality.
The tying of these knots represents a hidden process that is expressed
in different ways at different stages of development. I have described above
one of the phenomena that characterize the mechanism of this process at
the stage when combining the objective action of a child and his relation
to an adult who is absent at the given moment; although it changes the
sense of the result achieved, yet it leaves the action itself still completely a
39A. N. Leont’ev, Problems of the Development of the Psyche, Moscow, 1972, pp. 368-378.
“E. B. El’konin, “The. problem of periodicity of psychic development ofsoviet pupils,“ProbZems
ofPsychology, No. 4,197l.
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“field” action. How do further changes occur? Facts obtained in the investigation of preschool children of various ages indicate that these changes
are subject to definite rules.
One of these is that in a situation where motivation in various directions
obtains, there is first a subordination of action to the requirements of the
man and then an objective subordination of interobject connections. Another rule discovered in the course of experiments appears somewhat paradoxical: It seems that under conditions of doubly motivated activity the
object-material motive can fulfill a function, having earlier subordinated
another motive, when it is given to a child in the form of only a representation, mentally, and only later appears in the actual field of perception.
Although these rules express genetic heredity, they also have a general
significance. The fact is that in making a situation such as that described
more precise, the phenomenon of displacement (decalage) appears as a result
of which these more simple directing relationships are disclosed; it is known,
for example, that it is easier to attack after a direct command from the
commander than when one is self-directed. As far as the form in which the
motives appear is concerned, in complex circumstances of voluntary activity
it is very clearly disclosed that only an ideal motive, that is, a motive lying
within the vectors of the internal field, is capable of subordinating to itself
actions from external motives directed in the opposite direction. Speaking
figuratively, the psychological mechanism of life feats must be found in the
human imagination.
From the point of view of changes about which we are speaking, the
process of formation of personality may be represented as a development of
will, and this is not incidental. Involuntary impulsive action is action that
is impersonal, although one may speak about the loss of will only with relation to personality (after all it isn’t possible to lose what one doesn’t have).
For this reason authors who consider will as a most important trait of
personality from the empirical point of view are right.41 Will, however, does
not appear to be either the beginning or even the “pivot” of personality, it
is only one of its expressions. The real basis of personality is that special
structure of the entire activity of the subject that occurs at a given stage of
the development of his human connections with the world.
Man lives as if in an ever-widening circle of activity for him. In the beginning it is a small circle of people and objects that directly surround him,
interaction with them, a sensory perception of them, and a learning of what
can be known about them, a learning of their significance. But further, before him there begins to open activity that lies far beyond the limits of his
practical activity and direct contact: the widening limits of what he can
know presented to him by the world. The real “field” that now determines
‘IV. I. Selivanov, “Personality and will,“Problems of Personality, Symposium Materials, pp. 425433.
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actions is not that which is simply present but that which exists for him,
exists objectively or sometimes only as an illusion.
Knowledge of the subject of that which exists always outstrips his converting it into something that determines his activity. Such knowledge fultills a very important role in the formation of motives. At a known level of
development motives at first appear as only “known,” as possible, but not
yet really stimulating any kind of action. To understand the process of formation of personality, it is necessary to consider this without fail, although in
itself the extension of knowledge does not appear as determining for personality; for this reason, incidentally, the cultivation of personality cannot be
reduced to training, to accumulating knowledge.
The formation of personality presupposes a development of the process
of goal formation and, correspondingly, the development of actions of the
subject. Actions, becoming ever richer, outgrow that circle of activity that
they realize, and enter into a contradiction with the motives that engender
them. The phenomena of such an outgrowing are very well known and
repeatedly described in literature on the psychology of growth, although in
different terms; these phenomena form the so-called crises of development,
the crises of three years, seven years, adolescence, and the much less frequently studied crises of maturity. As a result there occurs a displacement of
motives to goals, a change in their hierarchy, and the engendering of new
motives, new kinds of activity; former goals are psychologically discredited
and the actions that responded to them either completely cease to exist or
are converted into impersonal operations.
Internally moving forces of this process lie in the original dual connection of subject with the world and in their dual mediation, object activity,
and social contact. Its development engenders not only a duality of motivation of actions but, owing to this, also their subordination depending on the
objective relationships opening up before the subject into which he enters.
The development and multiplication of these subordinations, which are
special in their nature, appearing only in life conditions of man in society,
occupies a long period that may be called the spontaneous stage of development of personality, not directed by self-consciousness. At this stage, which
continues almost up to the beginning of adolescence, .the process of forming
personality, however, is not concluded; it is only a preparation for the
coming of the self-conscious personality.
In pedagogical and psychological literature either the early preschool or
the preadolescent period is indicated as a turning point in this respect. The
personality actually is born twice; the first time when there appear in a
child in clear forms polymotivation and subordination of his actions (we will
remember the phenomenon of the “bitter sweets” and others similar to that)
and a second time when his conscious personality appears. In the latter case
we have in mind some kind of a special reconstruction of consciousness. The
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problem arises with respect to understanding the necessity for this reconstruction and of what it specifically consists.
This necessity is created by the circumstance that the wider the connections of the subject with the world, the more they are intertwined with each
other. His actions, realizing one of his activities, one relationship, objectively
seem to realize also some other kind of relationship of his also. A possible
nonconformity or contradiction of these does not, however, create altematives that are simply resolved through an “arithmetic of motives.” A real
psychological situation engendered by a crossing of ties of the subject with
the world into which, independently of him, each of his actions and each
of his acts of contact with other people are drawn, requires from him an
orientation in the system of these connections. In other words, psychic
reflection or consciousness cannot at this point become orienting for only
some actions of a subject; it must also actively reflect the hierarchy of their
connections, the process of developing subordination and cross-subordination of their motives. And this requires a special internal movement of
consciousness.
In the movements of individual consciousness, described earlier as a
process of mutual transition of directly sensory content and meanings acquiring one sense or another, depending on the motives of activity, there is now
disclosed also a movement in one dimension. If the movement described
earlier is presented figuratively as a movement in the horizontal plane, then
the new movement takes place as if vertically. It consists of correlating
motives one with another: Some occupy a place subordinating others to
themselves and, as if elevating themselves, others, on the contrary, drop to
a position of subordination or even completely lose their sense-forming function. The making of this movement expresses in itself the making of a
connective system of personal senses, the making of personality.
Of course, the formation of personality represents in itself a continuous
process consisting of a series of sequentially changing stages, the qualitative
features of which depend on the concrete conditions and circumstances. For
this reason, observing its sequential course, we note only separate displacements. But if we were to look at it from a certain distance, then the transition marking the genuine birth of personality would appear as an event
changing the course of the whole subsequent psychic development.
Many phenomena exist that mark this passage. Primarily it is a reconstruction of the sphere of relations with other people and with society. If at
earlier stages society is discovered in widening contacts with those around
the person and for this reason predominantly in its personified forms, then
at this time this situation reverses: The people around begin evermore to
act through objective social relations. The transition about which we are
speaking also initiates changes that determine the main thing in the development of personality, in its fate.
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The necessity for the subject to orient himself in the widening system of
his connections with the world is now disclosed in its new meaning: as that
which gives rise to the process of the unfolding of the social essence of the
subject. In all its fullness this unfolding constitutes a perspective of historical
process. In conformity with the formation of personality at one or another
stage of the development of society and depending on the place the individual occupies in the system of present social relations, this perspective
appears only as eventually containing within itself the ideal “terminal point.”
One of the changes behind which the new reconstruction of the hierarchy
of motives hides shows itself in a loss of the intrinsic value for the adolescent
of relations in the intimate circle of his contacts. Thus requests coming from
even the very closest adults now preserve their sense-forming functions only
if they are included in a wider social motivational sphere; in other circumstances they evoke “psychological rebellion.” This entrance of the adolescent
into a wider circle of contacts does not at all mean, however, that the intimate
and the personal now are relegated to a second plane. On the contrary, it is
in just this period and for just this reason that there occurs an intensive
development of internal life: Side-by-side with casual friendship there develops true friendship nurtured by mutual confidence; the content of letters
changes, they lose their stereotypic and descriptive character, and accounts
of experiences appear in them; attempts are made to keep intimate journals
and first love appears.
Still deeper changes mark the subsequent levels of development up to
the level at which the system of objective social relations and its expression
acquires a personal sense itself. Of course, phenomena occurring at this level
are still more complex and may be truly tragic, but even here the same thing
takes place: The more society discloses itself to the personality, the fuller
becomes its internal world.
The process of development of personality always remains deeply individual, unique. It produces major displacements along the abscissa of
growth and sometimes evokes social degradation of the personality. The
main thing is that it proceeds completely individually and depends on the
concrete-historical conditions, on the belonging of the individual to one
or another social environment. It is particularly dramatic under conditions
of a class society with its unavoidable alienation and partialization of personality, with its alternatives between labor and management. It is understood
that concrete life circumstances leave their mark on the process of development of personality even in a socialistic society. Eliminating the objective
conditions that form a barrier for returning his true essence to man, for a
well-rounded and harmonious development of his personality, makes this a
real prospect for the first time but does not automatically reconstruct a
personality. Fundamental change lies in something else, in the appearance
of a new movement: a struggle of society for human personality. When
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we say, “In the name of man, for man,” this means not simply for his use
but for his personality, although here it is understood, of course, that man
must be assured material good and mental nourishment.
If we return once more to the phenomena marking the transition from
the period of preparation of personality to the period of its development,
then we must indicate yet another transitional transformation. This is the
transformation of expression of class characteristics of personality and,
speaking more broadly, characteristics depending on the social differentiation of society. The subject’s belonging to a class conditions even at the
outset the development of his connections with the surrounding world, a
greater or smaller segment of his practical activity, his contacts, his knowledge, and his acquiring norms of behavior. All of these are acquisitions from
which personality is made up at the stage of its initial formation. Is it possible and is it necessary according to this to speak about the class character
of personality? Yes, if we keep in mind that which the child assimilates from
the environment; no, because at this stage he is only an object, if it may be
expressed in this way, of his class, of his social group. Later the situation is
turned around and he becomes the subject of class and group. Then and
only then does his personality begin to be formed as a class personality in a
different, true meaning of the word: At the beginning perhaps unconsciously,
then consciously, but sooner or later he will take his position - more or less
active, decisive or vacillating. For this reason, under conditions of class confrontation he does not simply “show himself” but takes his place on one
side or the other of the barricade. Something else becomes evident, specifically, that at every turn of his life’s way he must free himself of something,
confirm something in himself, and he must do all this and not simply “submit to the effect of the environment.”
Finally, along this line there takes place still another change, which also
changes the very “mechanism” that forms personality. Earlier I spoke about
the ever-widening activity that actually exists for the subject. But it exists
also within time - in the form of his past and in the form of the future he
sees before him. Of course, primarily we have in mind the first thing - the
subject’s individual experience, the function of which appears to be, as it
were, his personality. And this again resurrects the formula about personality
as a product of innate properties and acquisition of experience. At earlier
stages of development this formula can still seem credible, especially if it is
not simplified and if all the complexity of the mechanisms that go into forming experience are considered. Under conditions of the hierarchization of
motives, however, it continuously loses its meaning and at the level of
personality it seems to topple.
The fact is that at this level past impressions, experiences, and actual actions of the subject do not in any way appear to him as dormant layers of
his experience. They are the subject of his relations and his actions and for
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that reason their contribution is changed into personality. One thing in the
past dies, loses its sense, and is converted into a simple condition and means
of his activity: the developed aptitudes, skills, and stereotypes of behavior;
everything else appears to the subject in a completely new light and acquires
a new meaning, which he had not perceived before; finally, something from
the past may be actively rejected by the subject and psychologically ceases
to exist for him although it remains in the compendium of his memory. These
changes take place gradually, but they may be concentrated and may comprise moral breaks. The resulting reevaluation of the past that is established
in life leads to man’s casting off from himself the burden of his biography.
Does this not in itself indicate that the contributions of past experience to
personality were dependent on personality itself and became its function?
This seems to be possible because of the new internal movement that has
arisen in the system of individual consciousness, which I have figuratively
called a movement “along the vertical.” But one must not think that major
changes in personality in the past were produced by consciousness; consciousness does not produce them but simply mediates them; they are
produced by the actions of the subject, sometimes even external actions breaks of former contacts, a change in profession, a practical entering into
new circumstances. This was beautifully described by Makarenko: Old clothing worn by orphans in an orphanage is publicly burned by them on a
bonfire.
Despite its prevalence, the consideration of personality as a product of
the biography of man is unsatisfactory, confirming as it does the fatalistic
understanding of his fate (A citizen thinks thus: The child stole; therefore
he will be a thief!). This view, of course, allows the possibility of changing
something in man, but only at the price of external interference, the force
of which outweighs the accumulation of his experience. This is a conception of the primacy of punishment and not repentance, reward and not
action that it rewards. The main psychological fact is overlooked, specifically,
that man enters into relations with his past, which enters variously into his
present - into the memory of his personality. Tolstoy advised: Notice what
you remember and what you do not remember; by these signs you will
recognize yourself.42
This view is incorrect also because an expansion of activity for man takes
place not only in the direction of the past but also in the direction of the
future. Just like the past, the future is also present in the personality. The
life perspective opening before man is not simply a product of a “reflection
left behind” but also its property. In this lies the strength and the truth of
what Makarenko wrote about the developmental nurturing significance of
close perspectives and of more distant perspectives. This is true also for
=L. N. Tolstoy, Compleze Collected Works, Vol. 54, Moscow, 1935, p. 31.
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adults. The following is a parable that I heard at one time from an old stableman in the Urals: When a horse on a difficult road begins to stumble, then it
is necessary not to whip it but to raise its head higher so that it might see
farther ahead.
A personality is created by objective circumstances but in no other way
than through the whole aggregate of the activity that realizes its relations
with the world. The features of the activity also form that which determines
the type of personality. Although questions of differential psychology are
not a part of the problem here, the analysis of forming a personality nonetheless leads to the problem of a general approach to investigating these
questions.
The first basis of personality that no differential-psychological conception can ignore is the riches of the connections of the individual with the
world. These riches also distinguish a man whose life encompasses a wide
circle of various activities from that Berlin teacher whose “world stretches
from Moabite to Kyonenik and who is locked fast behind the Hamburg
gates, his relationships to that world being reduced to a minimum by his
pitiable position in life.“43 It is understood that we are speaking about real
relationships and not about relationships alienated fromman, which resist
him or subordinate him to themselves. Psychologically, we express these
real relationships through an understanding of activity, its sense-forming
motives, and not in the language of stimuli and completed operations. It
must be added here that activities forming the basis of personality include
in themselves theoretical activities also, and that in the course of development their circle can not only expand but also contract; in empirical psychology this is called “a contraction of interests.” Some people do not
notice this contraction; others, like Darwin, complain about it as a misfortune.44
The differences that exist here are not just quantitative, expressing the
measure of the extent to which the world opens before man in space and
time, in his future. Behind them lie the differences in content of these objective and social relationships that are mandated by the objective conditions of the epoch, nation, and class. For this reason the approach to the
typology of personalities, even if it considers only one such parameter, in
current terminology, cannot but be concrete-historical. But psychological
analysis does not stop at this, for the connections of personality with the
world either may be poorer than those that set the objective conditions or
may substantially surpass them.
A second and more important parameter of personality is the degree to
which activities and their motives are arranged hierarchically. This degree
“K. Marx and F. Engels. Works, Vol. 3, p. 253.
“Charles Darwin, Notes on the Development of My Mind and Character, Autobiography, Moscow,
1957, pp. 147-148.
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may be very different regardless of whether the personality base forming
the subject’s connections with the environment is narrow or broad. The
hierarchies of motives exist always at all levels of development. It is these
motives that form relatively independent units of the life of the personality,
and they may be smaller or larger, split one from another or within a single
motivational sphere. Splitting of these units of life that are hierarchically
arranged within themselves creates the psychological makeup of a person
living fragmentarily, first in one “field,” then in another. On the other hand,
a higher degree of hierarchization of motives is expressed in the fact that
man seems to measure his actions against his main motivesgoals and then
finds that some of these are in direct contradiction to a given motive, and
others directly respond to it, and still others lead away from it.
When the principal motive that stimulates man is under consideration,
then usually we are speaking about life goal. Is this motive, however, always
adequately disclosed to consciousness? This question cannot be answered
lightly because its perception in the form of understanding the idea occurs
not of itself but in that movement of individual perception through which
alone the subject is capable of interpreting what is internal to him through
a system of assimilated meanings or concepts. We have already talked about
this and about the struggle that is waged in society for the consciousness
of man.
Units of meaning of life may gather as if into one stream, but this is a
figurative characterization. The question that remains most important is
which place is occupied by that point in extensive space that constitutes the
real, although not always apparent to the individual, genuine reality. The
whole life of the Covetous Knight was directed to one goal: acquiring the
“power of gold.” This purpose was attained (“Who knows how many bitter
abstentions, restrained passions, heavy thoughts, days of worry, sleepless
nights all of this cost?“), but life ended in nothing and the goal seemed
senseless. Pushkin ends the tragedy of the Covetous Knight with the words,
“A dreadful age ! dreadful hearts!”
A different personality with a different fate is created when the principal
motive-goal is elevated to a truly human level and does not weaken man but
merges his life with the life of people, with their good. Depending on the
circumstances that are the fate of man, such life motives may acquire very
different content and different objective significance, but only they are
capable of creating an internal psychological justification for his existence,
which comprises the sense and happiness of life. The summit on this road is
man having become, in the words of Gorki, a man oflkian.
Here we approach the most complex parameter of personality: the general
type of its structure. The motivational sphere of man, even in its highest
development, never resembles a stiff pyramid. It may be displaced, eccentric
with respect to the actual space of historical reality, and then we describe it
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as a one-sided personality. It may, on the other hand, develop as a manysided personality including a wide circle of relationships. But in the one case
as well as in the other it necessarily reflects objective nonconformity of these
relationships, the contradictions between them, and the shift of the place
they occupy in it.
The structure of personality represents in itself a relatively stable configuration of principal motivational lines arranged hierarchically within itself.
We are speaking here about the fact that “direction of personality” is incompletely described, incompletely because even in the presence of a distinct
predominant line of life in a man, itstill cannot be the only line. Serving the
select goal or ideal does not at all exclude nor extinguish other life relationships of man, which in their turn form sense-forming motives. Figuratively
speaking, the motivational sphere of personality always appears multistoried, just like that objective system of axiological concepts that characterizes the ideology of a given society, a given class or social stratum that is
communized and assimilated (or rejected) by man.
Internal relationships of main motivational lines in the aggregate activity
of man form as if a general “psychological profile” of personality. Sometimes
it takes on the configuration of a flatness devoid of real summits; then what
is small in life man takes for something large, and the large things he does not
see at all. Such poverty of personality may under certain social conditions
be combined with a satisfaction of a fairly wide circle of everyday needs.
In this, incidentally, lies that psychological threat that modem consumer
society poses to the personality of man.
A different structure of psychological profile of personality is created by
parallelism of life motives, often combined with the rise of imaginary peaks
formed only by “familiar motives” - stereotypes of ideals, devoid of personal sense. Such a structure, however, is transient: From the beginning the
parallelism of lines of various life relationships enters subsequently into
internal connections. This occurs inevitably, but not of itself; it is a result
of the internal work about which I spoke earlier and which appears in the
form of a specific movement of consciousness.
Multifaceted relationships into which man enters with reality are objectively contradictory. Their contradictions engender conflicts that under
certain circumstances are fixed and enter into the structure of personality.
Thus a historically arising separation of internal theoretical activity not only
gives rise to a one-sided development of personality but may lead to PSYchological disorders, to splitting of personality into two spheres strange to
each other - the sphere of its appearance in real life and the sphere of its
appearance in the life that exists only as an illusion, only in autistic thought.
It is impossible to describe such a psychological disturbance more penetratingly than did Dostoyevsky; from a wretched existence filled with senseless
matters, his hero escapes into a life of the imagination, into dreams; before
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there are as if two personalities, one, the personality of a man who is
humiliatingly cowardly, an eccentric who shuts himself off in his den, the
other, a romantic and even a heroic personality open to all the joys of life.
And this is the life of one and the same man; for that reason inevitably
there comes a moment when the dreams are dissipated and years of gloomy
solitude, melancholy, and despondency follow.
The personality of the hero of “White Nights” is also a special, even
unique phenomenon. But through this uniqueness there is evident a general
psychological truth. This truth is that the structure of personality devolves
neither to the riches of connections between man and the world nor to the
degree to which they are arranged in hierarchies, that their characterization
lies rather in the correlation of the various systems developed by the life
relationships that engender conflict among them. Sometimes this conflict
takes place in externally imperceptible, ordinarily dramatic forms so to speak,
and does not disturb the harmony of the personality or its development; after
all, a harmonious personality is not at all a personality that does not know
any kind of an internal struggle. Sometimes, however, this internal struggle
becomes the main thing that determines the whole makeup of the man; such
is the structure of the tragic personality.
Thus theoretical analysis allows an isolation of at least three basic parameters of personality: the extent of the connections of man with the world,
the degree to which they are arranged in hierarchies, and their general structure. Of course, these parameters do not give the differential psychological
typology; they can only serve as a skeletal plan, which must still be tilled
with a living concrete-historical content. But this is a problem for special
investigation. Will there not occur, however, under these circumstances a
substitution of sociological psychology, will not the “psychological” in
personality be lost?
This question arises because the approach about which we are speaking
differs from the usual anthropologist (or cultural-anthropologistic) approach
to the psychology of personality, which considers personality as an individual
having psychophysiological and psychological traits that are changed in the
process of his adaptation to the social environment. Our analysis, on the
contrary, requires consideration of personality as a new quality engendered
by the movement of the systems of objective social relations into which his
activity is drawn. Personality thus no longer seems to be the result of a direct
layering of external influences; it appears as something that man makes of
himself, confirming his human life. He confirms it in everyday affairs and
contacts, as well as in people to whom he gives some part of himself on the
barricades of class struggles, as well as on the fields of battle for his country,
and at times he consciously confirms it even at the price of his physical life.
As far as such psychological “substructures of personality” as temperament, needs and inclinations, emotional experiences and interests, aims,
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habits and customs, moral traits, etc., are concerned, it is understood that
they do not in the least disappear. They are only evident in different ways:
either as conditions or in their origins and transformations, in changes of
their place in personality, which take place in the process of their develop
ment.
Thus the characteristics of the nervous system undoubtedly represent
individual and at the same time quite stable traits; these traits, however,
do not in any way form human personality. In his actions man consciously
or unconsciously deals with the traits of his constitution just as he deals
with external conditions of his actions and with the means he has for accomplishing them. Characterizing man as a natural being, the traits, however,
cannot play the role of forces that determine the motivation of activity
and goal formation that are forming in him. The only real problem - although it arises secondarily here - the problem of the psychology of
personality, is a problem of the formation of actions of the subject directed
toward his own innate or acquired characteristics, which do not directly
enter into the psychological characterization of his personality sphere.
Even less can the factors or “modes” of personality such as needs and
purposes be considered as substructures. They appear only as abstracted
from the activity of the subject in which their metamorphoses take place;
but it is not these metamorphoses that create personality; on the contrary,
they themselves are engendered by the movement of the development of
personality. This movement is subject to the same formula that describes
the transformation of human needs. It begins from the subject’s acting in
order to sustain his existence; it leads to the subject’s sustaining his existence in order to act, to carry out the business of his life, to accomplish his
human purpose. This reversal, concluding the stage of establishing of personality, also discloses the unlimited perspectives for its development.
Object-material “needs for oneself’ having been satisfied, their satisfao
tion leads to their being reduced to the level of conditions of life, which are
noticed the less by man the more habitual they become. For this reason
personality cannot develop within the framework of need; its development
necessarily presupposes a displacement of needs by creation, which alone
does not know limits.

Must this be emphasized? Of course it must, because the naive and, in
essence, vestigial sense sometimes represents a transition to the principle,
“according to need, ” almost as a transition to the superprosperous consumer
society. Lost from view here is the fact that it is necessary also to go through
a transformation of material consumption, that the possibility for everyone
to satisfy these needs does away with the intrinsic value of things that satisfy
them and eliminates that unnatural function that they fulfill in private ownership society - a function of confirming through them man himself, his own
“prestige.”
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The last theoretical question I will consider is the question of perceiving
oneself as a personality. In psychology it is posed as a question of self-consciousness, a question of the process of its development. There are a great
number of works dedicated to an investigation of this process. They contain
detailed data characterizing the stages of formation in the ontogenesis of
representations about oneself. We are speaking about the formation of the
so-called body plan, the potentials for localizing one’s interior receptive
sensations, about the development of cognition of one’s external aspect recognizing oneself in a mirror or in a photograph. Carefully observed is the
process of the development in children of the evaluation of others and of
themselves in which physical characteristics are isolated first and then psychological and moral characteristics are added to these. A change that
proceeds parallel to this is that partial characterization of others and oneself
yields to characterization that is more complete, one that encompasses man
as a whole and his essential distinguishing traits. Such is the empirical picture
of the development of self-recognition, of the recognition of one’s own individual traits, properties, and potentials. Does this picture, however, answer
the question about the development of self-consciousness, of the perception
of the “I?”
Yes, if we understand self-perception only as knowing about oneself. Like
all cognition, self-cognition begins with isolating external superficial properties and is the result of comparison, analysis, and generalization, of isolating the essential. But individual consciousness is not only knowing, it is
not only a system of acquired knowledge or concepts. Its property is an
internal movement that reflects the movement of the real life of the subject
itself, which it mediates; we have already seen that only in this movement
does knowledge find its relevance to the objective world and its efficacy. The
matter is also the same when the object of consciousness is the traits, features,
and actions or conditions of the subject himself; in this case it is also necessary to distinguish between knowledge about oneself and knowing oneself.
Knowledge, representations about oneself, begins to accumulate even-in
early childhood; in imperceptible forms it evidently exists also in higher
animals. Self-knowledge, perception of one’s “I,” is another matter. It is
the result, the product, of the formation of man as a personality. Representing in itself the phenomenological conversion of forms of actual relationships of the personality and its directness, it appears as their cause and subject.
The psychological problem of the “I” arises as soon as we pose the question: To what kind of reality is everything that we know about ourselves
related, and does everything that we know about ourselves relate to this
reality.? How is it that in one reality I find my “I” and in another I lose it
(we even say, “I am not myself. . . “)? The noncorrespondence of “I” and that
which the subject represents as an object of his own knowledge of himself
is psychologically evident. In addition, psychology originating from an
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organistic position cannot give a scientific explanation of this noncoincidence.
If the problem of “I” is proposed in it, then it is only in the form of a statement of existence of a special instance within personality - a small man
within the heart who at the proper moment “pulls on the strings.” It is
understood that rejecting the possibility of ascribing substantially to this
special instance, psychology ends in evading the problem, in dissipating the
“I” in the structure of personality, and its interactions with the surrounding
world. Nevertheless, it still remains, showing itself now in the form of a
drive to penetrate into the world, into the need to “actualize oneself’ that
is within the individual.45
Thus the problem of self-consciousness of the personality, perception of
the “I,” remains unresolved in psychology. And this is not in any way an
imaginary problem; on the contrary, it is a problem of great vital significance
crowning the psychology of personality.
V. I. Lenin wrote about what distinguishes “simply a slave” from a slave
who is reconciled to his position and from a slave who has rebelled.46 This
difference lies not in knowing one’s own individual traits but in perceiving
oneself in a system of social relations. Perceiving one’s “I” does not mean
anything else.
We have become accustomed to thinking that man represents a center in
which are focused external influences and from which spread lines of his
connections, his interactions with the external world, that this center, given
consciousness, is really this “I.” But this is not at all the way the matter
stands. We have seen that multifaceted activities of the subject are intertwined
one with another and connected in knots by objective relationships, social
in their nature, into which he necessarily enters. These knots, their hierarchies,
also form that secret “center of personality,” which we call the “I”; in other
words, this center lies not in the individual, not under the surface of his
skin, but in his being.
Thus the analysis of activity and consciousness unavoidably leads to a
rejection of the traditional, for empirical psychology, egocentric, “Ptolemaic” understanding of man in favor of the “Copemican,” which considers
the human “I” as incorporated into a general system of interconnections of
people in society. It is only necessary to emphasize here that inclusion in the
system does not at all mean being dissolved in it but, on the contrary, means
finding and disclosing in it the force of one’s action.
In our psychological literature the words of Marx are often quoted : Man
is not born a Fichtean philosopher, man looks at another man as if into a
mirror and only by behaving toward him as he would behave toward himself
does he begin to behave toward himself as to a man. These words are often
“J. Nuttin, La Structure de la PersonnalitC, Paris, 1925, p. 234.
“V. I. Lenin, Complete Collected Works, Vol. 16, i. 40.
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understood only in the sense that man forms his image according to the
image of another man. But in these words is expressed a much deeper meaning. In order to understand this, it is sufficient to reestablish their context.
“In certain relations,” begins Marx in the comment cited, “man resembles
a commodity.” What are these relationships? Evidently they are those relationships discussed in the text that accompanies the quoted comment. These
are the cost relations of commodities. These relationships are based on the
fact that the natural body of one commodity becomes the form and reflects
the cost of another commodity, i.e., they are the relationships of such superficial quality that the body of the commodity is never penetrated. Marx
ends this note thus: “In addition even Paul as such, in all of his Pauline
physicality, becomes for him a form of disclosure of the genus “man ”
(author’s emphasis, A. L.).“47 But, for Marx, man as a generic being is not
the biological species Homo sapiens but a human society. In him, in his
personified forms, man also sees himself as a man.
The problem of the human “I” belongs to a number of problems that
have been overlooked by scientific psychological analysis. Access to it is
closed by many false representations compiled in psychology at the empirical
level of the investigation of personality. At this level personality inevitably
appears as an individual complicated but not transformed by society, that is,
finding in it new systemic properties. But exactly in these, his “pretersensual”
properties, he embodies a subject for psychological science.

Conclusion
.

Although I call these pages the conclusion, the task here is not to sum up
the work but rather to note future perspectives. In my view they appear as
an investigation of those transitions that may be called interlevel transitions.
With no difficulty we isolate various levels of the study of man: the biological level on which he appears as a physical, natural being, the psychological
level on which he appears as a subject of life activity, and fmally, the social
level on which he appears as realizing objective social relations, the socialhistorical process. The existence of these levels poses a problem about internal relationships that connect the psychological level with the biological
and the social.
Although this problem has confronted psychology for a long time, even
now it cannot be considered resolved. The difficulty is that for a scientific
solution a preliminary abstraction is required of those specific interactions
and connections of the subject that engender the psychic reflection of reality
in the human brain. The category of activity actually contains this abstraction, and this, it is understood, not only does not destroy the wholeness of
the concrete subject as we see him at work, in his family, or even in our
laboratories, but, on the contrary, returns him to psychology.
Returning the whole man to psychology, however, may be accomplished
only on the basis of a special investigation of the intertransitions of certain
levels into others, which occurs in the course of development. Such investigation must reject the idea of considering these levels as superimposed one on
another, and even more strongly that of reducing one level to another. The
obviousness of this is particularly evident in the study of ontogenesis. If, in
the initial steps of the child’s psychological development, his biological adaptations (which make a decisive contribution to establishing his perceptions and
emotions) appear at the first plane, then subsequently these adaptations are
transformed. This of course does not mean that they simply stop functioning;
141
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it means something else, specifically that they begin to realize another higher
level of activity on which the amount they contribute at each given stage of
development depends. Our dual task consists, therefore, of investigating the
possibility (or limitation) that they embody. In ontogenetic development
this problem recurs constantly, sometimes in a very sharp form as it does, let
us say, in the puberty period when biological changes occur, which from the
very beginning have an already transformed expression psychologically, and
when the whole question is what kind of expressions these will be.
But let us put aside the question of development psychology. The whole
principle on which interlevel relations depend consists of the fact that the
available higher level always becomes dominant, but it cannot be realized

except with the help of lower-lying levels and is thus dependent on them.

The problem of interlevel investigations, then, is studying the multifaceted
forms of these realizations due to which the processes of the higher level are
not only concretized but also individualized.
The main thing that must not be lost from view is that in interlevel investigations we have to do not with something that is only one-sided but
with something that is two-sided and that has a movement with a spiral
form: with the formation of higher levels and the “leaving” or alternation
of lower levels, which in their turn serve the possibility of the further development of the system as a whole. Thus interlevel investigations, being interdisciplinary, also exclude understanding them as reducing one level to another
or attempting to find their correlative connections and coordinations. I especially emphasize this because if in his time N. N. Lange spoke about psychophysiological parallelism as about a “terrible” thought, then at this time
reductionism has become a truly terrible thought for psychology. A recognition of this is penetrating ever more into western science. The general conclusion from an analysis of reductionism was most sharply formulated by
English authors in the latest (1974) issue of the international journal Cognition: The only alternative to reductionism is dialectic materialism (S. Rose

and H. Rose, Vol. 2, No. 4). This is actually so. Scientific resolution of the
problem, biological and psychological, psychological and social, is simply
impossible outside the Marxist system of analysis. For this reason even the
positivist program “United Science” (with capital letters!), pretending to
unite knowledge by means of universal cybernetics and multimathematical
(model) schemes, suffered a clear failure.
Although these schemes are actually capable of comparing the different
phenomena qualitatively among themselves, yet they are not effective at the
given level of abstraction, at the level of specifics of these phenomena and
their intertransformations. As far as psychology is concerned, there it definitively breaks with the concreteness of man.
Of course, having said all this, I had in mind most of all the relations between psychological and morphophysiological levels of investigation. One
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must think, however, that the matter also is the same in the connection that
exists between the social and psychological levels.
Unfortunately, specifically those social-psychological problems remain the least researched in our science that are the most overgrown with conceptions and methods drawn from foreign research, that is, from research subordinated to the problem of finding a psychological basis for justifying and immortalizing interhuman relations engendered by bourgeois society. But a reconstruction of social-psychologicalscience from the Marxist point of view cannot take place independently from one or another social-psychological understanding of man, and the role in his formulation of vital connections of
man with the world engendered by these social relations in which he acts.
For this reason, thinking about the perspectives of psychological science
as centering in itself multifaceted approaches to man, one must not be distracted from that fact that this centering takes place on the social level - just
as it is at this level that human fate is decided.

